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While wandering through a little maze at the Worchester Art Museum, something that 

looks like a large-scale rendition of a human femur appears through a glass door down 

the hall. A closer look reveals Actions Speak, a 67 x 17-foot context-specific interior 

mural and exterior projection by the artist collaborative THINK AGAIN (David John 

Attyah and S.A. Bachman). The piece is part of the “Wall at WAM” series, organized by 

Susan Stoops, Curator of Contemporary Art at the Worcester Art Museum. Central to 

the Museum’s contemporary curatorial mandate, the Wall is, according to museum 

literature, “a laboratory for participating artists and visitors alike.”1 A laboratory in which 

“monumental scale, ephemeral nature, and moving juxtaposition of past and present” 

come together to delight, solicit, and challenge an audience initially drawn, 

presumably, to the museum’s substantial and well-established historical collection.  
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The left side of the mural depicts a somber mass of dry bones, hand-drawn, enlarged, 

and collaged into a pile. The paper bones are intertwined with masses of black 

microphone cable and float on a field of black ash. The right side of the picture is 

dominated by two enormous microphones on a bed of salt. Each microphone is 

rendered useless—one is covered in a red condom—a limp, translucent, glistening 

sheath—and the other is covered in the chopped heads of countless smashed and 

smeared lipsticks. Each element of the image exists in perspectival tension with the 

others, leaving the viewer to choose between the perspectival logic of the bed of coals 

or that of the paper bones that hover in front of it. The same happens with the bed of  

salt —the lines of text cascade down the far right of the image, recalling some bizarre 

tele-prompter. The words solicit: 

 

Raid. Violate. Shame. Scar. Occupy. Embed. Obliterate. Explode. Smear. Gloss. 

Whitewash. Exile. Scapegoat. Pander. Sugarcoat. Humiliate. Bruise. Discredit. 

Misquote. Deny. Debase . . . New words constantly emerge. Quarantine. Deport. 

Harangue. Cluster-bomb. Sanitize. Censor. And in red—Silence. Stigmatize. Brutalize: 

Actions Speak.  

 

The last two words are set apart from the others. If actions speak, are words, here, 

actions? The words should not be read as a propagandistic call to action—an “Uncle 

Sam Needs You” address to the various audiences who wander the halls of the 

Worcester Art Museum, and, during the hours of the outdoor projection, the streets 

that surround it. Rather, “action” is in the very perspectival activation of the encounter 

solicited by the piece itself. The mural takes time. It optically, subtlely, refuses any 

simplicity of message. Which actions speak? Where and to whom? How and in what 

context? Further, if they speak, what do they say? How can one possibly infer a social 

“good” from this message? For THINK AGAIN, the asking is the act. In the words of 

collaborators Attyah and Bachman:  

 

The mural and projection tag back and forth between the abstract and the concrete, 

combining the institutional, militaristic, domestic, ethical, psychological and embodied 

aspects of violence. Shifting (nervously) from the state to the body and back, the 
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project struggles with why political violence persists, interrogates which institutions 

support or ignore it, and advocates for meaningful individual action despite political 

contradiction. If political debate has to reconcile the local (grieving burned homesteads 

in Sudan) with the structural (UN resolutions on genocide), why shouldn’t political art?2 

 

Actions Speak prompts the visceral political imagination and acknowledges that both 

the artistic and political encounters fail to transform more often than they succeed. In 

this candy-pop, lipstick, and condom world of genocide and sex, the viewer is inside a 

political terrain of global conflict and media hype. The microphones, symbols of 

speech-as-action, of the ability to reach large audiences, are rendered impotent and 

surrounded by buzzwords.  The language of terrorism. Of global conflict. Rwanda. 

Darfur. Iraq. The specific war is unclear, but it is an American war.  

 

Rather than instructing the viewer what to think, Actions Speak invites individual 

political affect and engagement. Making poetic and political connections across 

unexpected signifiers, it solicits a relational and embedded political “consciousness,” 

one that, in its complexity, refuses not only easy answers, but conclusive answers. In 

this refusal, the piece solicits argument and debate, as well as conflict and dialogue. 

Proposing affective conflict as the ground from which any truly political project 

emerges is not to assert that all communitarian ideals and collaborative practice are 

bound to fail. Rather, it acknowledges that within any of these practices respectful 

attention to dissent can reconfigure the realm of the social into one that makes room 

for strong claims and debates that work with difference without any presupposed need 

to transcend it.  
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1. <http://www.worcesterart.org/Exhibitions/think_again.html>, last accessed July 28, 

2010.. 

 2. Personal interview with the artists, May 15, 2010. 


